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Instructions for the use of the Plott (hanger) of picture from HaseKreativ

Hello, dear customer / Dear customer,
you have received from us today one or several Plottbilder.
Here you receive a few more tips for the use:
1. The motive is on a sticking carrier foil. This EVEN ON NONE FALL before the application on the textiles
remove!!!
2. The textiles should be unwashed before the application of the motive.
3. Lay the textiles, flatly, on a hard subsoil (e.g., floor, tabletop).
4. Release the textile surface from fluffs and hair (If the motive is ironed, hair and Co with are held on. To
remove this behind the motive would destroy.)
5. Position the motive with the sticking side in the direction of textiles on the textiles. Smooth! With
multicolored motives: From Largely after iron Small or follow the numbering. The first part has the No. 1
6. Position on it the pan liner.
7. Irons on cotton allow to put and heat.
8. Now with pressure the iron ~ 17 press sec. the motive with the pan liner about that! If the motive is bigger
like the iron surface, raise bit by bit the iron again and anew positioned squeegee.
9. Irons remove – remove pan liner
10. Draw off CAREFULLY the carrier foil – looks after aob her foil have drawn off them coldly becomes or
warmly I use i.d. R the warm variation.
11. Should the motive not free itself completely bring everything again in position and repeat step 6-10!
12. Lay finally once again the pan liner about the motive and with light pressure about the motive iron.
Ready &lt;3
A lot of joy with motive!
Tips to the care:
1. Textiles on on the left turn before washing
2. Economically conditioners use
3. Dryer renounce motive can contort or solve!
4. Not more than 40 ° washing
It is pronounced no Gelinggarantie for the use of the motive. The tips are merely recommendations
for the best possible use!

